Abstract-A promising candidate for breast cancer imaging is ultrasound computer tomography (USCT). At KIT a 3D USCT with a semi-ellipsoidal aperture consisting of several hundreds of US transducers was built. Spherical waves are sequentially emitted and received. 3D SAFT is applied to reconstruct reflectivity volumes. However, straight forward SAFT imaging leads to blurred images. A post-imaging de-blurring approach applying aperture characteristics is described here and analyzed with a simulation and a clinical data set. A increase of 26% in the mean resolution in imaging simulation with a point scatters was achieved. A increase in resolution with breast images was observed, too.
INTRODUCTION
At KIT at Karlsruhe we are developing a new imaging method for early breast cancer detection: 3D ultrasound computer tomography [1] . The prototype currently in clinical study trial is called 3DUSCT II, see Figure 1 . The basic concept is full 3D synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT) [2] with unfocussed spherical waves emitted and received iteratively by individual transducers. The measurement happens in a semi-ellipsoidal formed water-filled container (17 cm x 24 cm, height and width) [3] which can be lifted and rotated. The walls are lined with thousands of transducers forming the imaging aperture. The used ultrasound transducers have a resonance frequency at 2.6 MHz, 50 % relative bandwidth and a directivity of ± 23° at -6dB.
II. MOTIVATION
Imaging can be described in the spatial Fourier domain (kspace) as linear process [4] , i.e. as multiplication of the object function with the imaging function given by the aperture. SAFT apertures with significant spatial extend in relation to the object size, especially object enclosing apertures, exaggerate low-frequency components [2] . These over-amplified object frequencies are the reason for a blurred characteristic in straight-forward SAFT imaging [5] . 
III. METHODS
For evaluation with a simulation, perfect and known objects, perfect point scatterers, were chosen to be able to quantify resolution changes, see Figure 2 .
A resolution metric was extracted by applying a contour filter and defining the mean full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) as resolution per point scatterer.
The frequency components were limited according to the capabilities of the 3DUSCT II ultrasound transducers which have a center frequency 2.6 MHz and 50% relative bandwidth. 
A. Aperture definition
The 3DUSCT II aperture is defined by the spatial positions of the centers per piezo element, see Figure 3 . Basic idea in aperture compensation is built around the Ewald sphere construction which gives an explanation how the spatial aperture positions defines the imaging process [5] . Coming from this construction the assumption was drawn that the semiellipsoidal 3DUSCT II aperture can be well approximated as sphere aperture. Additional considerations were the equivalent imaging contribution of a semi-sphere in comparison to full sphere ("symmetry") and the assumption of an infinite dense aperture sampling. This last assumption allows a fast creation of aperture compensation filter which needs to take only resolution and sizes of the image into account. 
C. 21 point scatterer imaging simulation An imaging approach for the 21 point scatterers was implemented which mimics the characteristics of the 3DUSCT II aperture and transducers. The resulting signals were fed into the USCT reflectivity image reconstruction chain. Then, the aperture compensation filter, the 'glasses', was applied to the reconstructed images, correcting the image blur Hz Hz introduced by the aperture and imaging process and enhancing the resolution. In Figure 6 the imaging results with and without applied aperture compensation can be seen. Left column is without aperture compensation filter, right column with applied aperture compensation filter. The image intensity is normalized and logarithmic scaled. In the k-space images, the centered discs are defined by the bandwidth and maximum supported frequency of the imaging system. If the support discs fill the complete k-space uniformly, ideal imaging would happen. The magnitude needs be the same for this case, as we know that point scatterers as approximation of Dirac pulses, should have a nearly uniform Fourier-space contribution. 
D. Real data comparision
As imaging test with realistic and more complex objects, breast data from a clinical study with University Hospital Jena in 2103 was used. Already reconstructed reflectivity images were transformed into the spatial Fourier-domain, the aperture compensation filter was applied and the result transformed back into spatial domain. The resulting image can be seen in Figure 7 . As the ground-truth is not known for this objects no quantitative numbers were extracted.
IV. RESULTS
An aperture compensation filter was constructed and the performance regarding the resolution was evaluated. An improvement with simulated point scatterers in the mean resolution over straight-forward SAFT by 26% was achieved, see Table I .
Also in complex images created from real world data a sharpening and increase in resolution could be observed. New tissue structures which were before unstructured clouds became visible, also the skin is sharper depicted. USCT imaging chain, which aim to achieve similar qualities, are superfluous and can be removed leading to a potential speed-up.
The assumptions taken in the aperture compensation filter's generation seems reasonable but leading not to perfect homogenous k-space magnitudes inside the "support discs", see Figure 6 top row. On problematic influence here are other imaging chain components which introduce approximations and compensations not taken into account on creation of the aperture compensation filter, this should be analyzed and optimized in future.
On the down side of this approach, the contrast seems to be slightly degraded as high-frequency artifacts, the grating-lobe like SAFT ellipses, are amplified in the imaging, too. This is the reason for the slightly reduced number of point scatters resolved in the compensated version, see Table I. 
